
PURPOSE:

To begin simple graphic elements. Students will get used to 

making thumbnail sketches, learn to work within an established 

gr id structure, attempt brainstorming techniques with classmates 

and open their minds to the endless number of solutions to the 

problem at hand.

TASK:

Represent three (3) of the following words using one hundred 

black or white squares in a ten inch by ten inch format. The layout 

will be divided into one hundred, one inch squares. It is your 

responsibility to decide which squares should be black or white in 

order to communicate the word you have selected.

WORDS: 

(Select three)

ISOLATED

CHAOTIC

BALANCED

RHYTHMIC

OPEN

CLOSED

FALLING

FLOATING

EVALUATION:

Your work will be evaluated on 

1. concept / idea

2. solution 

3. craf t 

4. how well you use class t ime / par ticipation in brainstorming    

sessions and cr it iques.  

GRA 2111C: VISUAL METHODS AND PROCESSES

PROJECT ONE: ONE HUNDRED SQUARES

SCHEDULE:

AUGUST 29TH

Launch project and work in class. Think of at least thir ty (30) 

ideas for each of the three words. Sketch. Sketch. Sketch. And 

then sketch some more.

AUGUST 31ST

DUE: Fif teen (15) sketches for each word (for ty-f ive total) at half 

scale (f ive inches by f ive inches). Brainstorm the words you have 

selected. Use a pencil and/or black marker. Consider craf t and line 

quality when sketching. Make photocopies of all your sketches and 

brainstorming notes to present in cr it iques. You will have two sets 

of everything. One set for the instructor and one set for you to 

show in cr it ique / continue to ref ine.

CRIT ONE: Group discussion of sketches.

SEPTEMBER 05TH

CRIT TWO: Cr it ique of sketches at the beginning of class. Continue 

to work in class on ref ining sketches and begin to construct f inal 

designs using cut black and white paper. 

SEPTEMBER 07TH

CRIT THREE: You will take what is considered the strongest 

composit ion from your sketch book for each word and produce the 

three (3) f inal composit ions using black and white cut paper.

SEPTEMBER 12TH

Final composit ions are DUE at the beginning of class. 

Presentations.


